
Working in Technology Means 

Expanding the Imaginations of Your Clients. 

And the Ones of Your Company   

Cloud Integration Architect (all

genders)

Parsionate advises companies, unlocks their potential and works with them to invent entirely

new solutions – all on the basis of data and what it has to o�er. We call this data leadership.

We leverage our expertise to focus on the bene�ts and successes we generate for our

customers and partners, which is exactly why Parsionate works end-to-end: we are by our

customers’ side from strategy development to full technological implementation. All this is



what our more than 200 experts are working on at our Parsionate locations across Europe.

Why not join the team?

What you can expect:

You support our customers in

ensuring that the right information

is available to the right people and

applications at the right time to

enable business processes and

digital innovations

You take responsibility to create

real added value for our

customers

You will signi�cantly support the

development and expansion of

the service portfolio around the

topic of integration and our own

reference architecture

Your tasks include conducting

customer workshops, coordinating

architecture coordination and

creating interface concepts and

integration speci�cations

You are responsible for the

selection, conception and

adaptation of frameworks and

methods based on customer-

speci�c requirements

You design system architectures

and integration solutions in

demanding interface projects on

the common cloud platforms

(AWS, Azure, GCP), but also on

Kubernetes or on-premises; You

will also create cost estimates and

project plans for implementation

The realization of integration

solutions based on the selected

integration technologies and

components is also one of your

tasks

Your skillset:

You have completed your studies

in computer science or a

comparable apprenticeship and

have several years of practical

experience as an IT architect (all

genders)

You bring in-depth knowledge of

current working standards and

practices of system architecture

You have the ability to identify

complex business and IT

requirements and translate them

into data and integration

architecture

In addition, you can communicate

the bene�ts and “business value”

of the solution you have designed

to stakeholders

You are well acquainted with data,

system and process modeling and

the various integration patterns

You master the integration of PIM,

MDM and ERP systems and web

technologies such as REST, XML

and JSON are no strangers to you

You bring know-how in cloud

environments like Azure and AWS,

and container orchestration like

Kubernetes

Sound knowledge of commercial

solutions such as Informatica

PowerCenter, Talend Data

Integration, TIBCO BusinessWorks,

MuleSoft Anypoint or open source

solutions such as Apache Camel or

Apache Kafka is an advantag



A high sense of quality and

responsibility are a matter of

course for you and your

communication and presentation

skills set you apart

Professional language skills in

English and German

parsionate GmbH

Helen Roth

Motorstraße 25

70499 Stuttgart

working@parsionate.com

Jetzt Bewerben

https://parsionate-gmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/0eae1yjaspo05l2ugyl1hc1n5r8voyb

